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Custom Links 

  

Overview 
• Go!  Custom Links, gives the ability to establish a table of links to your favorite tools! 
• Go!  Custom Links makes it possible to have multiple right side frames. This allows two 

frames to be dedicated to a specific purpose, not over laid, and positioning Go!  will 
provide further customization options for private label customers. 

  

 

     
Getting Started 1. Print the blank grid, following page, and make two copies. 

2. Decide which pre-established links will be used and which will 
be deleted. See Step 1: Review the Pre-Established links, for 
the list of pre-defined links. 

3. Decide which links you will have on your workstation ( and 
any other workstation where you use your Go!  login ID, and 
download your Go!  preference ). 

 

Planning your Custom Links Table 
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Explanation of grid 
columns  

Blank Layout Grid 

This will need to be done once you are in your workstation. 

Print and copy this grid for organizing the links you want to 
establish. You will complete this table twice - once to get a list of 
all the links you want to establish, and a second time to get them 
in the order you want them to appear. The links can be rearranged 
once you've built the table, but if you add them in the order you 
want them to appear, it can save in the rearranging effort: 

# - position number. 
Links are added in an across, then down order: 

1 2 
3 4 
5 6, etc. up to 60 - 30 rows of two links each. 

The first 40 links are visible without scrolling. 41-60 requires 
scrolling to access. 

Label - the label of the link 
Up to 8 alpha, numeric, or special characters 

Typ - the type of link: 
OM - Office Macro 
PM - Personal Macro 
S - Script 
H - Go!  Help item 
W - Web site - requires web site address/URL/IP Address. 

 Destination 
The actual script, macro, web sites, accessed by the link 
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Blank grid  

  

 

 

Planning your Custom Links Table 

Perform these steps at each workstation which will have its own Custom Links configuration. 

If a configuration will be used at more than one workstation, once it's built, it can be copied to a floppy 
disk  
from the first workstation, then copied from the floppy disk to the other workstations which will use it.  
See Sharing your Custom Links table.  
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Step 1 

Review the 
Pre-
Established 
links 

  

The Custom Links table has these links already established. Decide which of these will be used 
and which will be deleted. 

Note: The actual contents of the default configuration may be different. 

Step 2 

Determine 
which links 
you want to 
establish 

Use the blank grid to build the links table with all the links you want to establish,  
including the pre-established links you want to continue to use. At this point, do not worry  
about the order, just which links will be present. 

Step 3 

Put the links 
in order 

Now, using another copy of the attached blank grid, rearrange the links you want to 
 include (from the above table) in the order you want them to appear on the screen 
 (such as alphabetical by label, frequency of use, etc.). The links can be rearranged once  
you have built the table, if you add them in the order you want them to appear, it can save  
the rearranging effort. 

Save this final layout of links. It can be used to build Custom Links configurations at  
other workstations, and to rebuild a configuration, should it somehow get deleted. 

Building 
your 
Custom 
Links Table 

To be completed on the day Custom Links appears in the right-side panel, at one  
workstation: 

1. Delete the pre-established links you do not wish to use. 

2. Build the table by either: 

• Editing a link, if the position is already occupied by a pre-established link. Change  
the label, link type, and destination, as necessary. 

• Adding a link if the position is vacant. 

3. If you have added a link in the wrong order, or find you have made a typing mistake  
on the label, don't worry. Go ahead and build the rest of the links. The links can be  
rearranged into the proper order later, and the label can be corrected by editing the link. 
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4. Once the links are added, go back and correct any mistakes, and rearrange any links  
added in the wrong order. 

5. Once satisfied with the layout of the common links, go to My Preferences under the  
Tools page, and select Submit Settings. This puts the common links table on the server for 
 your use at other workstations, and serves as a backup. 

  

Sharing 
your 
Custom 
Links Table 

A link configuration at one workstation can be used at other workstations by copying it  
to a floppy disk, then copying from the floppy to each of the other workstations where it  
will be used. 

  

Note: these steps assume that the version of Go!  with Custom Links has already been  
downloaded at each workstation, and that the pre-defined Custom Links configuration is  
present in the right panel. If not, log out of Go! , shut down Internet Explorer, restart  
Internet Explorer and Go!  at each of the other workstations. 

  

1. The Custom Links table is stored as a text file on the hard drive: 

• Windows profiles are not used: c:\Windows\Application Data\WORLDSPAN\ 
 Personal Links\CustomLinks.txt 

• Windows profiles are used: c:\Windows\Profiles\(user name)\ Application Data\ 
WORLDSPAN\Personal Links\CustomLinks.txt 

• If Windows 2000 is used: c:\Documents and Settings\(user name)\Application Data\ 
WORLDSPAN\Personal Links\CustomLinks.txt. 

2. Find the CustomLinks.txt file on this workstation and copy it to a floppy disk. 

3. Copy the CustomLinks.txt file from the floppy disk to the proper directory 
 (as listed above) on all the workstations where it will be used. Say Yes to any overwrite  
warnings, since you'll only be overwriting the pre-established table of links. 

4. Right mouse click one time in a blank area of the Custom Links table, then select  
Refresh from the menu. This will load in the new links table. Be sure not to right mouse  
click on an actual link, since that will bring up the edit link menu. As an alternate, log out  
of Go! , shut down/restart Internet Explorer, then restart Go! . 

5. Once complete, go to My Preferences under the Tools page at each workstation,  
and select Submit Settings. This puts your links table on the server for use at other  
workstations, and serves as a backup. 
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Custom Links Table 

 

Links 

• Single clicking a link activates an underlying macro, script, Go!  tool function, Go!  help 
item, Go! Home Page item, or web site. 

• Go! Links, Go!  Help items, and web sites open in separate browser windows. 
• Up to 60 links can be established, approximately 40 of those are visible without scrolling. 
• Hovering over a link displays its properties: the type of item it activates (script, macro, 

web page, etc.) and the underlying item activated (which particular script, macro, web 
page activated). 

• Each link is the equivalent of a button on the Worldspan for Windows (WfW) toolbar, 
except that links have the extra capability of activating web pages. 

• Upon subsequent restarts of Go! , either the tabbed Script Index or the Custom Links 
table will appear in the foreground, depending on which one was in the foreground at the 
previous exit from Go! . Upon subsequent restarts of Go! , either the tabbed Script Index 
or the Custom Links table will appear in the foreground, depending on which one was in 
the foreground at the previous exit from Go! . 

  

Buttons  

  
• These activate the functions to manage and customize the Custom Links table: Add, Edit, 

Delete and Rearrange links, and Help for Custom Links. 
• Each button has a tooltip describing its purpose. 

  

  

Default Configuration 

• This configuration can be retained, added to, or completely removed by the user. 
• In the future, there may be different default configurations for different groups of users. 
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Proposed default configuration: 

# Label Typ Destination # Label Typ Destination 

  

1 AllScipt T All scripts list 2 Amtrak S Amtrak script 
3 Calendar T Go!  Calendar 4 CarBkng S Car booking script 
5 GtOfcMac T Get Office Macros 

function 
6 HtlBkng S Hotel booking script 

7 MyPrefs T My Preferences 
function 

8 OnlnResc G Online Resource 
page 

9 PNRBasic S PNR Basic script 10 PwrProds S Power Products 
script 

11 RDP S RDP script 12 RsWinHlp H Res Window help 
page 

13 ScrptMnu S Script menu 14 TktXchng S Ticket Exchange 
script 

15 TripMate S TripMate script 16 TVLSegmt S TVL script 

17 WhtsThs? H Help on Custom 
Links getting started 

18 WspnOnWb G Wspn on the Web 
site 

19 WTI S WTI script 20       

  

 

Roaming 
• A Custom Links table is a personal preference, like screen colors and Personal Macros, 

and appears wherever the user logs into Go!  with the same login ID (assuming it was 
properly uploaded/downloaded). 

• It exists as a text file on the user's hard drive. 
• The Custom Links table is automatically included when Submitting (uploading) or 

Refreshing (downloading) their preferences in My Preferences, and stored in the Go!  
database entry associated with the user. 

  
     

Add a Link 

  Select this button to add a link to the table. 

Note: This function is disabled when the table is full (60 links have been established). 
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Selecting Add Functions: 

Type the desired label for the link, up to 8 
alpha, numeric, special, or blank characters. 

Select the type of link. 

Select Next>. 

  

Selecting Next> produces one of the following dialog boxes, depending on which type of link is 
to be established: 

  

Macros 

A Personal Macro link would only differ by the 
instruction Select the Personal Macro, which 
would produce a list of Personal Macros rather 
than Office Macros. 

  

Scripts 

This is the same list as the All Scripts list 
produced with the Ctrl+S keystroke. 
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Go!  Tools 

  

Go!  Help 

  

Go! Links 

Go! Links. Similar to the Web Site type link, 
but uses a list, rather than a free-form URL 
field to facilitate selection. The contents of this 
list are drawn from a modifiable database, and 
contains links to Worldspan Go! Home page 
items, and other Worldspan-related pages/sites. 

  

Web Sites 

A link to any web site, page or function which 
can be accessed by typing a single URL 
established. http:// is pre-appended to whatever 
is typed, unless http:// or https:// is typed in 
over the pre-appended default. 
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Finished returns to the Custom Links table, with the new link appearing as the last item in the 
table. Links are added in an across, then down manner. 
 

     
Edit a Link 

  

Edit a Link 

  Select this button to Edit a Link within the table. 

  

  

The edit process can be done by one of two 
ways: 

Selecting the Edit a Link button, which 
produces the following dialog for selecting the 
link to be edited and continuing to the next step. 

  

  

  

Or, right mouse clicking the link to be edited. 
Once the link to be edited is selected by either 
method, the Edit process displays the following 
dialog. This is identical to the dialog in the Add 
a Link process, except it defaults to the label 
and link type of the selected link. 

 

To modify the label and/or the link type, select Next>. From that point, the process is identical to 
the Add a Link process. The appropriate dialog appears, and specifies the underlying item to be 
activated when the link is selected. Upon completion, the edit process returns to the Custom 
Links table, which reflects the modification. 
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Delete Links 

  

Delete Links 

  Select this button to delete links from the table. 

  

 

  

Selecting the Delete Links button produces 
the following dialog box. 

• It is possible to select one or more links, by using normal multiple selection mouse clicks 
(i.e. Ctrl+mouse click to make scattered selections, Shift+mouse click to select 
everything between the initial mouse click and the point of the Shift+mouse click). 

• Selecting OK displays a confirmation message. Then it will return back to the Customs 
Links table with the selected links removed, and all subsequent links moved into the 
vacated slots. 

 
     

Rearrange Links 

  

Rearrange Links 

  Select this button to Rearrange a link within the table. 
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Selecting Rearrange Links 
button produces the following 
dialog box. 

Note: This example was made 
shorter than normal to save 
space. The actual dialog box will 
be bigger, to accommodate all 
the 60 links which could be 
established. 

• Click on the link that needs to be moved. Once selected the link will become red. 
• To move the link more than one space, press Previous or Next repeatedly until the link is 

in the desired position. Note: Links are moved in across, then down (Next) or up 
(Previous) manner. 

• Once positioned, select another link to be moved, or select Finished to complete the 
rearranging process. 

• The process returns to the Custom Link table, which reflects the new arrangement. 

 
 
 
 
      
Link Help 

  

Link Help 

  Selecting Link Help displays help for Custom Links. Link Help will describe Custom 
Links, and how to add, edit, delete and rearrange links. 

 
     

Multiple Right Panel Frames 

  

Multiple Right Panel Frames 

Current Right Panel Currently, the right side pane is one-dimensional. The 
single frame receives every display which is requested 
from the right side - Go! Scripts, Go!  tool pages (such as 
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My Preferences and Macro Editor), and Help. 

Whatever occupies that frame from a previous request is 
overlaid by a subsequent request, and allows only one 
thing at a time to happen in the right side. 

New Right Panel Custom Links makes this right side 3-dimensional, with 
an additional two frames. All frames are stacked vertically 
with the most recently selected one appearing in the 
foreground. 

This is similar to MS Word, where multiple documents 
can be present and the user can select which one is 
brought forward (except that these frames cannot be tiled 
or cascaded, as documents can in Word). 

Separate Window for Help Selection of a Go!  help item displays the help text in a 
separate window. This allows, for example, Help for 
Macro Editor to be displayed, without overlaying any 
work in progress in Macro Editor. 

 
     

All Scripts List 

  

All Scripts List 

  

The All Scripts list has been moved off the right 
side index page to a pop-up dialog box. 
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This allows the All Scripts list to be displayed 
regardless of what occupies the right side. This 
list is displayed by: 

• Ctrl+S, while the focus is on the res 
windows (as is currently done). 

• By selecting the All Scripts&ldots; 
option from the res windows context 
menu. 

  

 
 


